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Layman summary 
Imagine if we could look inside the cell and actually see its tiny machinery function. 

That would help very much in understanding how life works and maybe it could shed some 

light on some of its malfunctions such as diseases. Well actually we can, with a method called 

cryo electron tomography (CET). In CET we rotate the sample to image it in different angles 

which provides enough information to create a 3D map of it. Therefore, we can create maps 

where we can see cells viruses and organelles in 3D.  

 These maps are a bit blurry so we can barely see big molecules. Nevertheless, we want 

to have a clearer look at these molecules to understand their function. So what we usually do 

is find many instances of the same type of molecule in a map and average their structure. 

Through this process called sub tomogram averaging (STA), we can combine the weak signal 

of many blurry molecules into one well resolved 3D molecule map.  

 But we can go even further with a new method called refinement. Refinement tracks 

and correct motions that happened in the sample while imaging it. During imaging the whole 

sample moves a little bit and the electron beam which we used to take the images creates 

local movements. By correcting these alterations, we can resolve our 3D- map even better. 

 In this research I used STA and refinement to create 3D maps of ribosomes bound to 

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Ribosomes are large biomolecules which synthesize proteins. 

Proteins in turn are required for most of the cell’s functions therefore ribosomes have an 

essential role to cell life. Defective ribosomes lead to disease whereas ribosome drugs can be 

designed to eliminate pathogens such as bacteria. Therefore, unraveling the structure and 

functions of the ribosome will aid the treatment of diseases and the design of new 

pharmaceuticals. Ribosomes are also a great target for CET because they are relatively big 

molecules.  

I used ribosome samples to test the performance of a refinement software vs a 

conventional STA software. I observed that refinement outperformed the conventional 

approach. The refined ribosome maps revealed much more detail than the ones from STA. 

This indicates that the field is progressing and new biological insights from this advance are 

to be expected.  

CET is also very effective in locations where other methods can’t reach such as under 

biological membranes. To study molecules residing under membranes most techniques need 

to destroy them. However, this also alters the molecules under study. With CET we can just 

image such targets. Here I observed that using refinement on molecule machineries under 

the ER membrane performed better than the conventional approach using less images for the 

same quality of map. Overall my research suggests that refinement will allow us to produce 



more detailed molecule maps from less samples than with previous approaches. That will help 

us reach and study molecular machineries which support life. 

 

Abstract 
Cryo Electron Tomography (CET) has advanced the capabilities of structural biology 

research, allowing the structural characterization of large macromolecular complexes in their 

native environment. In the past decade major efforts have been made in order to increase 

the resolution feasible with CET. The main strategy to achieve this is averaging of identical 

molecules within 3D maps of the sample. This combines information present in the data, thus 

increasing the resolution. This process is termed sub tomogram averaging (STA) and is 

commonly combined with classification of the subtomograms into groups of distinct 

structures.   

The mentioned processes are supported by various tilt series processing software 

available such as PyTOM, RELION and EMAN2. Recently this pipeline has been supplemented 

with a final refinement shown to further improve the resolution through improving the tilt 

series alignment.  

Here I compared PyTOM as a representative of the conventional STA & classification 

approach to Warp-M, a pipeline entailing a final-multi particle refinement in M. I 

reconstructed endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-derived ribosomes with both software packages, 

using two datasets of different ice thickness. In all the cases Warp-M outperformed PyTOM 

in ribosome resolution whereas the ice thickness negatively affected the final resolution in 

both software. The highest resolution was observed in the Warp-M thin ice dataset in which 

refinement yielded an 8.2 Å structure using 2,317 subtomograms. This was improved to 5.6 Å 

by increasing the number of subtomograms to 7,323. Finally, Warp-M was also tested in 

reconstructing complexes residing in the ER lumen. To this end I classified the previous set 

and selected 1,664 TRAP & OST bound ribosomes, which yielded a 9.5 Å reconstruction of the 

TRAP & OST complex bound ribosome. 

 

Introduction 
Cryo Electron Tomography (CET) is a novel technique in the field of molecular imaging 

which has evolved significantly during the past decade. It allows the characterization of 

molecular structures at increasingly high resolution, from dense and diverse molecular 

environments such as cells, organelles and biomolecules.1–4 CET allows the determination of 

structures in their native environment in contrast to single particle analysis (SPA). SPA is a 

cryo electron microscopy method shown to reach atomic resolution but requires purification 

of the target molecule. 5–7 Therefore, CET has advanced significantly the capabilities of cryo 

electron microscopy enabling observations in situ.  

During image acquisition, samples are tilted around an axis vertical to the incoming 

electron beam in order to capture the objects of interest from different angles. These 2D tilt 

series are then computationally aligned to correct translations and rotations of the image as 



well as magnification differences8. Tilt series alignment (TSA) is usually performed via tracking 

gold bead (fiducial) markers along each tilt image. Then the aligned images are back 

projected9 to produce a 3D volume of the sample, called a tomogram. Thus tomogram 

reconstruction and therefore its resolution relies on the performance of the tilt series 

alignment (TSA). Furthermore, sub-volumes of interest, known as subtomograms, can be 

selected from the tomogram. Subtomograms could be molecular complexes or whole 

organelles.  

The raw 2D images acquired with CET are usually noisy due to low dose of electrons 

per tilt which in turn limits the resolution of the tomogram10. To compensate for this, a variety 

of software have been developed such as EMAN211, Relion12 and PyTOM13. The computational 

processing of tomographic data is purposed to produce a subtomogram reconstruction with 

increased signal to noise ratio (SNR), and thus resolution, in comparison to the tomogram. In 

previous years, the main means to improve the resolution of subtomograms was STA. In STA 

high resolution signal distributed in the tomogram(s) is incorporated in a single reconstruction 

(average). This is accomplished by iteratively aligning and averaging subtomograms depicting 

the same type of molecule. This process significantly increases the SNR of the subtomogram 

average and therefore its resolution. 

STA is usually combined with classification, a process to categorize the particles into 

populations with different structural features, which can in turn increase the resolution of the 

subtomogram average. STA coupled with classification has been previously shown to yield a 

ribosome average at a resolution of ~9 Å using a total of 17,600 subtomograms in PyTOM14. 

Overall, with the STA& classification strategy it is currently feasible to obtain structures of 

resolution as high as 15 Å and reaching resolutions better than 8 Å is considered exceptional.15  

The mentioned routine has been enriched with further stages of processing such as 

refinement and post-processing which have led to significant increases in final resolution. 

Refinement is a process in which a subtomogram reconstruction is projected on the tilt series. 

These high SNR projections are used to track the movement of particles which allows the 

optimization of their position and orientation. Refinement can improve the tilt series 

alignment, the motion correction as well as the subtomogram alignment. 16 

Recently published refinement software such as M17, EMAN211 and emCLARITY15 are 

representatives of this current advance in tilt series processing. EMAN2 utilizes a per particle 

per tilt strategy in which the orientation of each tilt image of each particle is refined. Using 

EMAN2, refinement yielded a ribosome structure of 9.3 Å, using a set of 3,000 particles11. 

emCLARITY groups proximal particles in patches in order to register their movement and 

improve the tilt series alignment. With emCLARITY an 8.6 Å ribosome structure has been 

refined from an initial set of 3,090 particles15. Finally, M, also utilized here, uses a multi-

particle approach. In this, Particle trajectories are also tracked per particle and per tilt 

however the calculation of grid deformation occurs simultaneously for all the particles within 

the tilt series. This deformation model corrects global motion of the sample such as stage 

translation and rotation. The model also accounts local non-uniform alterations modelled on 

2D grid representations of the tilt images (image space). Furthermore, it depicts deformation 



such as shearing or bending in the z dimension via a 3D grid representation of the sample 

(volume space). The multi particle deformation model utilizes less parameters to address 

sample alterations that other refinement approaches which optimize the alignment of each 

particle separately. M also corrects for further parameters such as per tilt defocus and high 

order aberrations on the full tilt series. M’s multi particle refinement approach has allowed 

the refinement of a 3.5 Å ribosome-antibiotic complex structure using 17,890 particles inside 

whole bacterial cells 17,18. 

Ribosomes are bio-molecular complexes with the role of translation. Translation in 

eukaryotes is facilitated both in the cytoplasm by soluble ribosomes and in the rough 

compartment of the ER, by membrane bound ribosomes. In the ER newly synthesized 

peptides are inserted into the lumen upon translation where they are folded and subdued to 

modifications such as glycosylation. Also, in the lumen, peptides destined to be 

transmembrane proteins are inserted into the ER membrane. 19,20,21 These processes are 

performed by the translocon. Translocon machineries are essential for mammalian cell life as 

they are responsible for the translation, processing and quality control of a significant 

proportion of proteins required for secretion22, signaling23 and various other processes. The 

translocon is a dynamic transmembrane complex whose invariant constituent component is 

the Sec61 protein conducting channel. Sec61 is bound to ER membrane ribosomes, allowing 

unfolded peptide chains to be inserted into the lumen or  the ER membrane, in case of 

transmembrane proteins22,24. Apart from the mentioned Sec61, the translocon is variable in 

composition as it entails transient and stable interactions with a variety of accessory factors, 

which compose different translocon assemblies within the cell. 22  A prominent form  in 

mammalian cells contains the TRAP complex, which facilitates signal peptide insertion to the 

ER lumen in a substrate-dependent manner and OST, which catalyzes peptide 

glycosylation.3,25,26  The translocon is an ideal target for CET and a difficult case for most other 

structural methods such as NMR and X-ray crystallography27, because they form large 

macromolecular assemblies which span on the extra-membrane, intra- membrane and 

submembrane space and support various transient interactions.  

In this study I aimed to compare the performance of a conventional classification & 

STA protocol, to a pipeline entailing refinement. To this end I computationally processed tilt 

series depicting endoplasmic reticulum derived vesicles (microsomes) obtained from 

HEK293F cells. These were used to characterize the structure of ER membrane-associated 

ribosomes. I tested the performance of two tilt series processing pipelines PyTOM13 and 

Warp-M17,28, in reconstructing a ribosome map.  

 

Materials & Methods 
 

Tilt Series Data 

HEK WT cell endoplasmic reticulum microsomes were prepared as described by 

Walter et. al29.  Tilt series were collected using a Talos Arctica electron microscope. The 



acquisition tilt range was -51-51° with an increment of 3°. The pixel size of the raw 

micrographs was 1.724 Å/pixel. 

 

PyTOM pipeline 

I used PyTOM13 to process the raw tilt series in my datasets mentioned above. Motion 

Corr230  plug-in was used to align frame tilts in order to compensate for beam induced motion 

(BIM). Consequently, fiducials were picked automatically and filtered manually prior to TSA 

to increase its performance. CTF parameters were determined for the tilt series using IMOD’s 

CTFplotter31 via its PyTOM plug-in and CTF correction through phase flipping was performed. 

I then proceeded with TSA and tomographic reconstruction. PyTOM’s Weighted Back 

Projection was used to reconstruct tomograms at a Bin factor 8. PyTOM calculates residual 

error mean as a measure of the TSA’s performance. The residuals were used to manually 

discard poorly aligned tilt series-tomograms.  To identify ribosomes in the tomograms I 

performed template matching using a 40 Å resolution template of the mammalian ribosome. 

The picked particles were then subdued to further manual selection. I then used the selected 

ribosomes to batch reconstruct subtomograms at a Bin factor 2.  

To obtain an average ribosome structure I aligned the subtomograms in real space 

using Glocal. A spherical mask was utilized to cancel unnecessary noise. Finally AutoFocus 

classification was performed using the aligned particle rotations and coordinates. This 

classification was done to discard non-ribosome subtomograms still present in the dataset. 

The discarded particles correspond to the 10 % of the sub tomograms. I then aligned the 

remaining selections with Glocal. Finally, Fourier shell Correlation was used to estimate the 

resolution of the averages obtained from Glocal. For the FSC I used tight masks created in 

PyTOM, to avoid noise influencing the correlation (Fig S1a).  

 

Warp-M plus PyTOM pipeline 

Warp-M17,18 is a recently published processing pipeline shown to produce high 

resolution subtomogram reconstructions18. This pipeline, unlike PyTOM, uses a variety of 

different software available to perform different stages of the tilt series processing. These are 

namely Warp28, IMOD31, Relion12 and M in the published version of this pipeline. Here I slightly 

modified this routine by including PyTOM functions as well. 

As in the published pipeline18,28, I preprocessed the raw tilt series in Warp, a process 

which contains an initial CTF estimation and motion correction and outputs tilt movie 

averages. These averages are then converted to MRC stacks in order to be aligned in IMOD. 

In more detail IMOD’s etomo is used for additional pre-processing of the stacks, such as X-ray 

depletion and for the alignment of the frames per tilt in the tilt series. A preliminary Coarse 

alignment was performed and subsequently fiducials were selected and tracked along the tilt 

series. A final fine alignment was also used to correct tracking errors and increase the 

alignment’s accuracy. IMOD calculates the residual error mean for the alignment model which 

was used to reject tilt series. CTF was re-estimated in Warp for the aligned tilt series and 

tomograms were reconstructed in the same software at a Bin value of 20 Å/pixel.  



At this stage I diverged from the published routine17,18, using PyTOM’s template 

matching and batch extraction functions to select ribosomes in my tomograms. I used the 

same 40 Å template as in the previous chapter, for the template matching. Upon selecting 

the particles, I had to convert their data (e.g. micrograph name coordinates and rotations) in 

a STAR format readable by Warp and M. To that end I used pl_merge_name.py, and 

extractXYZ_mod.sh in order to extract particle coordinates, rotations and corresponding 

tomogram name from PyTOM’s xml files containing TM selections. PyTOM and WarpM use 

different Euler’s angles to describe rotations. Therefore, I used PL2Star_mod.m to convert the 

previously obtained rotations from ZXZ to ZYZ. The mentioned data were combined and 

formatted to a STAR file by pl2star.sh.  

I then extracted sub-tomograms using acquired STAR files in Warp, the sub 

tomograms were reconstructed at a Bin factor 2.  These were submitted to an initial 3D 

refinement in Relion in order to obtain an average, with the function 3D auto-refine. 

Refinements in Relion were performed without CTF correction. The unfiltered average half 

maps produced by the process were then submitted as reference for additional multi-particle 

refinement with M. The subtomograms were also classified in Relion in order to deplete 

particle classes not corresponding to ribosomes. After this “denoising” classification the 

selected ribosomes were submitted once more to M for refinement. M refinement is 

accompanied by FSC estimation of resolution (Fig S2) and each refinement was performed in 

as many rounds necessary to reach a   plateau in resolution. This was 3-4 rounds of refinement 

in all the cases.  

M uses tights masks for FSC, created from the submitted maps. Here I also performed 

FSC for Warp-M’s reconstructions in PyTOM. This was done to ensure comparability in the 

calculated resolutions. I used tight masks created in PyTOM in all FSCs performed in PyTOM 

for Warp-M reconstructions. (Fig S1). 

 

Results 
 

Warp-M notably outperforms PyTOM  

I aimed to assess the performance of PyTOM vs Warp-M, thus I used each pipeline to 

process tilt series of the same data set. Ribosomes obtained by template matching were 

adjusted to 3,279 particles for both pipelines through excluding tomograms. However, the 

selected particles, and therefore corresponding tomograms, weren’t identical amongst Warp 

and PyTOM. The particles were then subjected to classification to discard false-positives and 

poorly aligned particles.  In PyTOM, an Auto Focused classification was performed, excluding 

10% of the dataset whereas in Warp-M, classification was performed using Relion’s 3D-

classification through which 224 of the 3,279 particles were rejected. After classification I re-

adjusted the number of particles in the two datasets to 2,317, to ensure comparability. STA 

in PyTOM using the selected 2,317 particles from 23 tomograms yielded a reconstruction of 

12.8 Å (Fig 1a,e). In Warp-M refinement of an equal number of particles from 18 tomograms  
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Figure 1 PyTOM vs WarpM reconstructions 

a. 12.8 Å Subtomogram average of the PyTOM thin ice dataset, yielded after classification and 

selection of 2317 particles. Depicted in a is the front ribosome view, 40S and 60s correspond to 

the small and large ribosomal subunit. The peripheral protein RACK1 (receptor of activated C 

kinase 1) appears more intense than central elements b. 13.7 Å subtomogram average of the 

PyTOM thick ice dataset, obtained upon Auto Focus classification and selection of 2317 particles.  



 

yielded a reconstruction of 8.2 Å. (Fig 1c,g). Therefore, I could observe that the Warp-M 

pipeline significantly outperformed PyTOM achieving a higher resolution reconstruction.  

Furthermore, peripheral parts of PyTOM’s reconstruction such as the RACK1 complex (Fig 1a) 

and peripheral 28S rRNA, were more intensely depicted than elements in the center such as 

28S rRNA strands. (Fig S3a,b). This effect was not observed in M’s reconstructions.   

Finally, I obtained a 7.5 Å reconstruction in Warp-M using the classified set prior to 

adjustment (3,055 particles). (Fig S4a,b) This particle number was used to compare Warp-M’s 

performance with recent published reconstructions using refinement as will be discussed 

following. 

 

Ice thickness decreases the resolution 

 I further assessed the performance of Warp-M and PyTOM in datasets of different ice 

thickness. My goal was to determine the impact of ice thickness on resolution. Therefore, I 

processed an additional dataset, thicker than the previous, hereby mentioned as thin. I 

processed the thick set as previously. Upon tomographic reconstruction, template matching 

and selection of 3,279 particles in each case, I calculated the tomogram thickness for the thick 

and the thin datasets. Ice thickness was measured on the superset of tomograms selected in 

PyTOM and Warp-M, for the thick and thin ice tomogram datasets. On average the first was 

235 ± 34 nm on the Z axis and the second 184 ± 29 nm. (Fig 2b). 

Figure 2 Thick & thin ice dataset analysis 

a. Distribution of tilt series alignment scores (Residual error means) for the PyTOM (blue) and 

WarpM (green) datasets of 3279 subtomograms. The black line corresponds to the mean value 

for each dataset and the error bars indicate the range of values. b. Tomogram ice thickness 

distributions in nm for the thin ice and thick ice datasets. 
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a. b. 

c. Front view of the 8.2 Å reconstruction produced with the Warp-M pipeline from 2,317 

particles, selected with classification from the thin ice dataset. d. Front view of the 9.4 Å average 

reconstruction obtained with the Warp M pipeline from 2,317 particles, selected with 

classification from the thick ice dataset. e,f,g,h. PyTOM thin, PyTOM thick, Warp-M thin, Warp-

M thick FSC curves accordingly. 



To ensure that the resolution of the final reconstruction is affected by ice thickness 

and not differences in alignment I compared the TSA performance amongst the datasets. 

Hence I compared corresponding alignment scores or residual error means. This metric is the 

RMSD of the coordinates of fiducials in tilt images vs coordinates calculated via the alignment 

model. Thus it assesses the accuracy of the alignment. 

The average alignment score for the tilt series selected in PyTOM’s thin dataset was 

2.3 ± 0.8 nm and 2.1 ± 0.5 nm for the thick set. The Warp-M alignments had average residual 

error means of 2.6 ± 1 nm and 2.2 ± 0.9 nm for the thin and thick sets accordingly. (Fig 2a). 

Therefore, the alignment scores did not differ significantly amongst the datasets. Upon 

classification of the thick sets I adjusted the selected particles to reach 2,317 as in the thin, 

this selection corresponded to 18 tomograms for the PyTOM set and 29 for the Warp-M set. 

PyTOM’s reconstruction upon STA was 13.7 Å (Fig 1b,d,f,h) whereas Warp-M yielded a 

structure at 9.4 Å resolution. Therefore, in both software the resolution was limited by the 

sample thickness.  

 

Ribosome reconstruction at 5.6 Å with Warp-M 

Previously I observed that Warp-M performed better than PyTOM in terms of 

resolution. Also ice thickness was an important factor limiting the potential resolution of the 

subtomogram average. I then proceeded with processing the Warp–M thin set and 

incorporated all the particles available in the dataset, reaching a total of 8,288 

subtomograms. As previously I classified this set and discarded 965 particles corresponding 

to false-positive hits or poorly aligned particles. The refinement of this set resulted to a 

reconstruction of 5.6 Å. (Fig. 3a-c, S5) In this map I could fit a 80S molecular ribosome  model 

obtained from a 3.4 Å  SPA reconstruction32. The fitting of the molecular model illustrated 

structural details resolved in my 5.7 Å map. In this I could clearly distinguish single α-helices 

as tubular densities, beta sheets and rRNA. (Fig. 3d-f)  

 

OST bound ribosome reconstruction at 9.5 Å with Warp-M 

These results signified Warp-M as a robust pipeline capable of producing high 

resolution subtomogram reconstructions from CET data. My focus so far was the 

reconstruction of a full ribosome and averages were centered to the cytosolic part of the 

ribosome-translocon complex. Nevertheless, the luminal compartment of such complexes is 

usually involved in important biological processes.  

Therefore, my next goal was to test Warp-M’s performance on ER luminal complexes. 

For this I focused on the OST complex. Hence I performed a 3D classification with Relion. In 

detail 7,323 tomograms previously chosen from the thin set were further classified focused 

on the luminal area of the translocon complex. 4,960 particles lacked the density of the ER 

membrane and thus this class can be assigned to a population of soluble ribosomes, 699 

corresponded to an unidentified translocon and 1,664 subtomograms corresponded to OST-

translocons. (Fig. 4a-c) The last were used for refinement in M, in which I refined whole 

ribosomes. The initial goal behind this was to align the subtomograms before centering them 

to the OST. However even at this stage I obtained a 9.5 Å reconstruction of a full ribosome 



along with the OST complex. (Fig. 4d-f) The local resolution in the TRAP-OST region was 12.8 

Å. (Fig. 4g) Further processing using subtomograms centered on the translocon did not 

improve the resolution. This could be explained by the low particle number resulting to low 

signal.  

 

Discussion 
In this study I tested the performance of PyTOM and Warp-M at producing a 

subtomogram average from in-situ ribosome samples. I found that Warp-M produced higher 
resolution averages than PyTOM with a 2,317 particle set. This observation was made on 
different sample thicknesses. Tomogram thickness was found to negatively affect the 
resolution of reconstructions in both software. Furthermore, PyTOM reconstructions had 
more intense peripheral structural elements in comparison to central components of the 
ribosome.  

Increased intensity on specific domains of cryo EM reconstructions has been 
attributed to insufficient CTF correction even in cases were phase flipping was utilized33. With 
conventional phase flipping, spatial frequencies close to contrast zeros in the CTF curve have 

a. b. 

c. d. 

e. f. 

Figure 3 5.6 Å reconstruction with Warp-M 

a,b. Front and top view of the 5.6 Å average obtained upon classification of 8266 thin ice 

particles and selection of 7323 with Warp-M. c Resolution distribution in the surface of the 

previous map (colour scale in Å). d. 28S rRNA molecular model fitted in the 5.6 Å map. e,f.  

beta-sheet and alpha-helix from the ribosomal proteins uL6 and uL29 accordingly, fitted in the 

previous map. 



              

Figure 4 Whole ribosome OST refinement. 

a,b,c. Reconstructions obtained by a 3d classification of 7323 particles focused on the luminal 

part of translocon. a. 4960 particles were classified as soluble as the luminal signal could not 

produce a reconstruction. b. 1664 particles were found to contain OST& TRAP bound 

translocons. c. 669 particles were classified as unidentified translocons. d,e. Depicted here is 

the 9.5 Å average obtained upon classification of 7323 particles, focused on the OST complex. 

(Purple; ribosome, Orange; ER membrane, Green; TRAP complex, Blue; OST complex) This 

structure was produced by the selection and refinement of 1664 particles that contained the 

OST. In the image the OST complex has been filtered to 13 Å. f. FSC curve of the whole 

ribosome–translocon complex determined at a global resolution of 9.5 Å. g. FSC estimated the 

local resolution for the TRAP & OST complex at 12.8 Å.  

d. e. 

f. g. 

a. b. c. 

OST 
TRAP 



low amplitudes. Especially high (resolution) frequencies as CTF deteriorates. Thus the   
information entailed in these frequencies has minimal contribution in the reconstructions. 
This can lead to artefacts as well as differences in intensity of the reconstructed domains. This                                    
effect was not observed in M’s reconstructions where a Wiener-like filter is applied in CTF 
refinement18. Through such filtering all the frequencies apart from zero contrast values 
(theoretically) contribute equally to the reconstruction34. 

The 7.5 Å ribosome reconstruction obtained with the M thin set using 3,055 particles 
vastly exceeded the reported performance of conventional STA & classification with Relion, 
yielding a 13 Å ribosome reconstruction from 3120 particles35. It also outperformed recently 
published reconstructions obtained from EMAN2 and emCLARITY refinement of equivalent 
numbers of subtomograms.14,15  

Increasing the number of particles to 7,323 yielded a reconstruction of 5.6 Å. This 

result also exceeds the performance of emCLARITY, in a study reporting a ~7 Å 70S ribosome 

reconstruction from a dataset of 9,923 ribosomes.36,37 Furthermore, my findings are    

consistent with previous research illustrating a 3.5 Å ribosome reconstruction by Warp-M 

using 17,890  particles18. 

The comparison of conventional STA& classification to refinement protocols led to the 

conclusion that CET subtomogram averages can significantly improve in resolution through 

refinement. In refinement much more control points can be used (e.g. particles) to assess the 

global and local motion of the sample than conventional global alignment using fiducials. M 

specifically is a pioneer in the field of refinement as it composes movements of all particles 

into a single model accurately depicting different alterations in the whole sample. In contrast, 

other refinement software such as EMAN2 and emCLARITY optimize the movement of single, 

or patches of particles. Additionally, M combines particle and sample movement optimization 

along with refinement of CTF parameters in a single process. Thus it optimizes various stages 

of tilt series processing simultaneously whereas emCLARITY, for example, has different 

processes for refining global and particle alignment 11,15,18.  

 Following I pursued the reconstruction of the ribosome bound, OST & TRAP 

translocon. OST & TRAP are submembrane complexes of the ER lumen. The lumen is a difficult 

environment to obtain structural information on proteins as most structural techniques 

would require the isolation of the complex with the use of detergents. However, such 

manipulation would also abolish transient interactions present as well as affect the structures 

present in the isolate. CET nevertheless is able to capture such complexes in near native 

constitution as imaging occurs in situ38,39 

Focusing on the luminal compartment of the translocon complex I obtained a TRAP 

and OST bound ribosome reconstruction of 9.5 Å global resolution and 12.8 Å resolution for 

the OST and TRAP complexes. In a previous study PyTOM was able to produce a ~9 Å  average 

of the ribosome in which the local OST and TRAP resolution were 12-15 Å14 . However as 

mentioned previously the utilized pool of particles of that research was more than tenfold 

compared to the 1664 particles used here. 

Thus I can conclude that Warp-M’s processing and multi-particle refinement allows 

high resolution reconstructions using a small fraction of the data necessary with approaches 

previously employed. The increase in resolution and decrease in required particles will allow 

the characterization of structures and interactions in a more realistic timeframe. This upsurge 



in performance of tilt series processing will accelerate the characterization of essential and 

previously un-reachable biomolecular machineries, such as the translocon complex, in-situ.    
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Figure S1 Tight masks for FSC in PyTOM 

a. Mask used for the FSCs of; PyTOM thin and thick reconstructions and Warp-M thin and thick 

reconstructions utilizing 2317 particles each, selected upon classification. Mask used for FSC 

of Warp-M reconstructions utilizing 7323 particles of the thin dataset; e.g. the 5.6 Å 

reconstruction obtained using the full tilt range as well as the reconstructions obtained with 

30° and 21° tilt range restriction. c. Mask used for FSC of the whole ribosome–OST, translocon 

reconstruction obtained with Warp-M using 1664 particles. d. Mask for the calculation of local 

TRAP and OST resolution in the previous reconstruction. All masks and corresponding FSCs 

were performed in PyTOM. 

a. b. 

c. d. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2 FSC calculation in M  

FSC in M estimated a resolution of; a. 9.5 Å for the Warp M 

thick reconstruction using 2317 particles. b. 8.2 Å for the 

Warp-M thin reconstruction using the same number of 

particles. c. 7.3 Å for the Warp-M reconstruction using the 
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a. 

3055 particles obtained upon classification of the Warp-M thin dataset (prior to equalization). 

d,e,f. 5.8 Å  for the Warp-M reconstructions utilizing 7323 particles of the thin dataset. (d. full 

tilt range, e. 30° tilt restriction f. 21° tilt restriction. g. 9.6 Å global resolution for the whole 

ribosome-translocon reconstruction obtained with Warp-M using 1664 particles. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. b. 

Figure S4 Warp-M Reconstruction at 7.5 Å from 3055 particles. 

a,b. Front ribosome view from the Warp–M reconstruction obtained from refining the 

classified thin set of 3055 particles. b. FSC estimation of resolution at 7.5 Å for the previous 

reconstruction. 

 

Figure S3 Peripheral vs Central elements in PyTOM reconstructions 

a.28S rRNA (orange) in the center of the ribosome reconstructed using the PyTOM thin dataset 

of 2317 particles. In the volume I have fitted an 80S ribosome molecular model previously used 

for the 5.6 Å Warp-M reconstruction. b. 28S rRNA in the periphery of the same ribosome 

reconstruction viewed at the same contour in Chimera.  Structural elements in the periphery 

of PyTOM’s reconstructions were more intense than corresponding central  
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a. b. 

c. d. 

Figure S6 PyTOM vs Warp-M unclassified. 

a-d. Reconstructions utilizing the full particle set after template matching (3279 particles). 

a. PyTOM thick set reconstruction at 13.8 Å b. PyTOM thin set reconstruction at 13.4 Å. c 

Warp-M thick reconstruction at 10 Å. d. Warp-M thin reconstruction at 7.5 Å. 

Figure S5 Warp-M 8288 particles processing. 

a.Warp-M reconstruction at 7.1 Å obtained using the unclassified dataset of 8288 particles. b. 

FSC determination of resolution at 5.7 Å for a reconstruction obtained using 7323 particles of 

the Warp-M thin set. 

a. b. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S7 Tilt Range restriction 

Electron beam radiation during imaging damages the sample. This effect is more prevalent at 

higher tilts within a tilt series where the radiation is accumulated from previous images. 

Therefore, restriction of the utilized tilt range can increase resolution of reconstructions by 

excluding radiation damaged particle tilts. a,b, Tilt range restriction significantly increases the 

resolution of the sub tomogram average in PyTOM. a. Sub tomogram average from PyTOM, 

utilizing 3660 particles of the thin set, at the full tilt range (-51-51°) determined at 13.6 Å (c) b. 

Sub tomogram average from PyTOM using the previous set but with a tilt range restriction at 

-21-21°. d. Resolution was significantly increased with -21-21° restriction and was determined 

at 11.2 Å. e,f Tilt range restriction does not affect resolution in Warp-M this could be due to  

M’s compensation of radiation damage by  weighting particle tilts by an exposure-dependent 

function15. e,f M refinement using the thin 7323 particle set with a tilt range restriction of -30-

30°  and -21-21° accordingly both reconstructions were determined approximately 6 Å as well 

as in the full tilt range (-51-51°) reconstruction (Fig S5b). 

 

a. b. 

c. d. 

e. f. 


